INGROUND LIFTS

Welcome to AUTOPSTENHOJ

AUTOPSTENHOJ – Premium quality workshop equipment

AUTOPSTENHOJ Academy

We offer solutions and not only products!

Not only for our sales and service partners, but also for end users!

AUTOPSTENHOJ is a workshop solution supplier for the global automotive market standing for a range of innovative
processes and top quality products. These are supplied through competent partners as a premium solution ensuring
customers the best experience throughout the life time of the product.

In our new, modern AUTOPSTENHOJ Academy we train our partners in sales and technology, directly on the products,
with the latest technology, under real workshop conditions. You as end user profit thus from AUTOPSTENHOJ certified
experts around the AUTOPSTENHOJ product range.

Due to the close cooperation with the leading car manufacturers, we are able to offer an extensive range of approved
inground and surface-mounted lifts.
Planning, consulting, assembly and technical support complete the AUTOPSTENHOJ range of services.

Also end users suchs as car dealership owners and workshop owners are welcome to get informed about the
quality of our products on site.
Challenge us and our partners!

One strong brand for all markets!
Welcome to AUTOPSTENHOJ

„Stokvis Service, the largest service provider in garage equipment in the Netherlands, with more than 40 service technicians,
not only installing AUTOPSTENHOJ products, they are also periodically maintained by us. For Stokvis Service as a
partner of AUTOPSTENHOJ it is therefore important to keep up with the technical development in order to be able to continue
the maintenance and service perfectly. Therefore, it is nice that the possibility exists to be trained in the new training
centre in Rheine. In several sessions we were trained and informed about new technologies. Not only theoretically, but also
practice-oriented by working on the products themselves that are installed up there. We were welcomed by
AUTOPSTNHOJ and it is nice to see how enthusiastic the employees are and how they inform about the products to
transfer their knowledge. This allows Stokvis Service to continue to provide good service to the beautiful products of
AUTOPSTENHOJ.“
Peter Smit - Manager PMC Lifting Equipment - Stokvis Service
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Our Solutions

Many advantages, perfectly combined.
AUTOPSTENHOJ inground lifts impress with
A lasting good look
The workshop always looks tidy
No columns disturb the view
Inground lifts are easy to drive over
The room height can be neglected
Door clearance is always available when working on the vehicle
Inground lifts require less space, that means more workstations can be set up in a smaller area

Benefit from more than 70 years of experience in the field of inground technology.

More benefits:
More lifts per workshop for higher revenue
Perfectly moving space
Ergonomic workstations
Satisfied employees
Large range of accessories
High planning reliability
Extremly low maintenance
Long lifetime
No break-down losses
Low energy consumption
Good Return on Investment
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Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Our technology in the ground

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com

Reliable hydraulic power unit

Strong guide bearing
-

Construction design in absolute perfection
Corrosion-free aluminium bearings
Optimal overall height supports stability
Permanently attractive appearance

-

Liquid cooled drive motor
No leakage due to aluminium distributor head
Constant lifting and lowering times
Low power consumption
With pneumatic emergency drain and additional oil filter as
standard

Optimal connection
- Devided synchronization device with flexible bearing
- Smooth and perfectly synchronized lifting and lowering
- Mechanical safety device in case of one-side pressure
loss
- Completely maintenance- and wear-free
Safe lifting cylinder
-

Hard chrome plated sliding surface
Precisely fitting piston guidance via sliding bands
Inversed cylinder with protected piston seal
Environmentally friendly hydraulic fluid in extremely
small quantities

Liquid-tight installation cassettes
- Delivery with tightness certificate
- Wide range of designs for special installation situations

Strong, reliable and durable
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Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Our technology above the ground

Our solution: repair platforms
We develop and produce inground lifts in Germany for intensive and long-lasting use in your workshop. We are
the only manufacturer who supplies repair platforms made in full material and completely zink coated and painted.
Why? Take a look at our lifts when they have been in use for 10 or 15 years - or even longer - and you will understand.
The lifts do not only look good, they are still fully operational.
The lifting heads which are mounted on the flat supports can be easily and comfortably adjusted lenghtwise with one hand.
As standard, the lifting heads are coated with high quality rubber. Our rubber blocks are formfit and therefore non-skid
connected
with the lifting heads. If you choose our XY-heads, you will benefit from the additional, variably
adjustable positioning in cross direction and get even greater flexibility. You profit from the best lifting area on the market.
The lifting heads have such a flat design that they can easily be passed over. Due to the low height of max. 70 mm, the lift is
very suitable even for very low cars. One thing for sure: our lifts are absolutely reliable, even under full load.

Beautiful and solid

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com
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Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Our technology above the ground

Our solution: swivel arms
Our swivel arms are the top athletes on the market.
Slim, but strong and with great endurance.
The biggest challenge with modern vehicles was and still is to reach the correct lifting points in order to lift the vehicle safely
and without damaging the underbody. Our range of swivel arms includes double or triple telescopic swivel arms, even
additional crosswise adjustable swivel arms are possible.
Low minimum height from 70 mm, in combination with a secure, internal arm locking system, ensure an optimal balance
in terms of flexibility and safety for vehicles up to 6.5 t. Smooth work on e-cars is also possible.
With our extensive range of lifting adapters we have a solution for almost every vehicle. Even wheel supports are optionally
available! So you don‘t even have to get under the vehicle, you lift it at the wheels.

Double telescopic swivel arms: Saa
Protected internal arm locking system
Due to the low minimum height from 70 mm on, a perfect lifting for
sports cars is possible, too
Extremely slim design with low overall height of the swivel arm bearing
Lifting capacity up to 5.5 t
Lifting pads for all vehicles available

Double telescopic and crosswise adjustable
swivel arms: Saav
Protected internal arm locking system
Low minimum height possible from 70 mm on
Lifting capacity up to 5.5 t
Lifting pads for all vehicles available

Triple telescopic swivel arms: Saaa
Various piston distances up to 2,650 mm
Easy handling of the swivel arms
Lifting capacity up to 6.5 t
Lifting pads for all vehicles available

Slim, strong and diverse: allrounder

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com
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Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Our technology above the ground

Our solution: platforms
Our market knowledge, combined with the decades of experience of our professional production and development teams,
have led to a range of platforms that are not only characterized by their slim and strong construction, but also by its
unique surface treatment. Of course, the platform is at first completely sand blasted and afterwards no less than 4
protective layers are applied. All this together adds up to a platform that is extremely resistant to the influences of everydays
use. The platforms are equipped with a non-skid coating as standard. Zink coated platforms are possible on request.
Of course we hereby also meet the requirements of the leading car manufacturers.

Paint structure:

Anti-slip coated
Painted
Grounded
Zink coated (optional)
Sand-blasted

Whether superstructure on floor, recessed in the floor or even with a hydraulic flush-floor device, there is a variety of versions
available so that we can always offer the optimal solution for your workshop. Wheel-free device is also possible:
depending on your wishes, with an optional, movable scissor jack or with a wheel-free device integrated in the platform.
With our Combi version, you even have two lifts in one.

Well-designed and precise

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com
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Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com

Our centre-ram lifts

Centre-ram-lifts
Sololift (3.5 t)
Only one and yet so flexible.
Our Sololift offers full access around the vehicle. Perfect, if you have little space and the amount of work underneath the car
is rather small. The reliable construction with the large cylinder diameter guarantees stable lifting and lowering, even if the
weight distribution is not quite optimal.
The pump unit can be positioned in the floor or at the wall. The selection of the different superstructures in combination with
the design makes the Sololift particularly suitable for the use in washing bays or in the body repair.

Superstructures:
Repair platforms
Swivel arms
Wheel support
Galvanized superstructures available

Most stable centre-ram lift on the market
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Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Einfach
Scan
the
QR-Code
QR-Code
einlesen
für detailierte
for
detailed product
Produktinformationen.
information.

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com

Weitere Information
Further
Informationen
on unter
www.autopstenhoj.com

Our twin-ram lifts

Twin-ram lifts
Masterlift (3.5 t)
Profilift (4.0 t)
Biglift (up to 6.5 t)
The classic in the range of inground lifts is certainly the twrin-ram lift. AUTOPSTENHOJ has set the benchmark in the industry
for decades. Not only the depth and width of the portfolio, but also the manufacturing quality and the design are unique in the
industry.
Many variants are available for all applications in the workshop. We offer a product range with lifting capacities up to 6.5 t. We
guarantee constant lifting and lowering by the synchronisation device, which is invisibly installed in the cassette. An alarm signal
ensures during the lowering that even in terms of work safety no questions remain unanswered. Of course, our lifts fulfil all legal
standards and requirements.
We also have several product recommendations from the leading car manufacturers in this segment due to our decades of
experience and also the long, trust-based cooperation with them.

Superstructures:
Repair platforms
Swivel arms
Platforms
Platforms with wheel-free device
Combi-version: platform lift plus repair platform or swivel arms
Check-in-version, especially developed for the reception area

Market leader with more than 70 years of
experience
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Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Scan the QR-Code
for detailed product information.

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com

Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com

Our 4-ram lifts

4-ram lifts
Wheel alignment lifts (up to 6.5 t)
Our 4-ram lifts have been especially developed as wheel alignment lifts and set standards in the industry.
They are available with 5.5 or 6.5 t lifting capacity and can be used flexibly for a wide range of applications and vehicle types.
The smooth running and precision of the sliding plates meet the requirements of the leading car manufactureres. For longterm precision the surfaces are zink coated and painted as standard. The distance pieces have different widths, are easy to
move and are also fixed directly once they are positioned. Therefore you can position the sliding plates for almost all wheel
bases easily and quickly at the desired distance.
All our platforms can also be used as a work base for headlight tester as an optional extra.

Platform for wheel alignment:
Precision according to the requirements of the leading car manufactureres
(precision tolerance of ± 0.5 mm)
Secured compensation plates in various widths, for the entire functional surfaces

The perfect wheel alignment lift, also for vehicles with the most modern chassis.
Also suitable for a work base for headlight tester as standard.

Strong and very precise

VIRTUAL REALIT Y
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BMW Märtin in Freiburg, Germany
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Virtual tour with real advantages:
AUTOPSTENHOJ makes your
company to a digital experience.

Enter the digital world of AUTOPSTENHOJ #EXPERIENCE
With a VR model from AUTOPSTENHOJ #EXPERIENCE you can offer the full experience of a walk through your car
dealership / workshop. All our VR models can be viewed with VR glasses as well as on a smarthphone, tablet or PC/
Mac.

What is included in the VR-Recording?
In addition to the VR model, you also get still images, 360 ° views, introductory videos and a GIF - in other words, you
get everything you need for the marketing on your website. social media etc... We also offer to publish your VR model
on Google Maps, increasing the reach bei thousands of views.

Creation in real time
Once we start the recording, your VR model will be created in real time - that means we enable you to carry out a
quality control on site and we prepare the best possible model for you.

No location is too big or too small.
Book your time for recording via: upliftingexperiences@autopstenhoj.com
We do the recording for you at a convenient time in just 2-6 hours depending on the size of your business. You
receive your finished model including info points, extra material and publication on Google Maps within one week.

Scan the QR-Code and enjoy a journey to
the virtual tour #EXPERIENCE.
Further Information on
www.autopstenhoj.com

Due to the close cooperation with the leading car manufacturers we are able to offer a comprehensive program
of approved inground and surface-mounted lifts.

Pads, rubber blocks and wheel supports turn a first-class lift from AUTOPSTENHOJ into a unique solution for you,
with which vehicles can be lifted even more safely and professionally.

Please contact us!
Or scan the QR-Code for more information.

Our pads are suitable for inground and surface-mounted lifts and compatible with the most difficult lifting points.
The rubber blocks are availabe in various designs and sizes and they convince under every vehicle. By using our
wheel supports you have unresticted access to the vehicle´s underbody.

Illustrations are not binding and optional. Under reserve of dimensional,
constructional and technical modiﬁcations! Validity 01/2020.

Inground lifts

AUTOPSTENHOJ GmbH
Sandkampstr. 90 I D - 48432 Rheine
+49 5971 8602-02
info@autopstenhoj.com
www.autopstenhoj.com

AUTOPSTENHOJ GmbH
Barrit Langgade 188-190 I DK - 7150 Barrit
+45 76 82 13 30
info@autopstenhoj.com
www.autopstenhoj.com

